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Objectives

• Become familiar with the ACTATS online environment
• Know how to:
  – Find the lectures
  – Navigate the lectures & downloads
  – Find the MCQs
  – Navigate the MCQs
  – Return to the ACTATS dashboard to find the ACTATS Cases

This slide contains an animation or narration. Press the play button to view it.

Voiceover:

Become familiar with the ACTATS online environment
Know how to:

  Find the lectures
  Navigate the lectures & downloads
  Find the MCQs
  Navigate the MCQs
  Return to the ACTATS dashboard to find the ACTATS Cases
This slide contains an animation or narration. Press the play button to view it.

Voiceover:
Login using your username (usually your eMail) & the password we have sent you by eMail.
Navigating the dashboard

This slide contains an animation or narration. Press the play button to view it.

Voiceover:
The ACTATS box on your dashboard includes two links:

1. “ACTATS Lecture series & MCQs” – click here to go through the three lectures & to complete the 10 question MCQ self-assessment on lecture content. The MCQs can be found after Lecture 3.
2. “ACTATS Cases” – click here once you have completed the lecture series & MCQs to put into practice what you have learnt.
This slide contains an animation or narration. Press the play button to view it.

Voiceover:

Having clicked on “ACTATS Lecture series & MCQs” you will arrive here

Clicking on the ACTATS homepage url, you will navigate to our public website.

Under “Module 1: CT & CTA” the page includes three additional links to lectures 1-3.
This slide contains an animation or narration. Press the play button to view it.

Voiceover:
Having clicked on “Lecture 1: Basic CT interpretation in stroke.” you will enter the area with the lecture information learning objectives and links.

Click on “View lecture 1” to start lecture 1 playing.

You can download a pdf of the lecture & voiceover to print off & follow along & make notes.
You can download the voiceover as an audio file to listen to in the car, on the bus or wherever you are where you want to re-enforce the learning away from a computer or device.
For lectures 2 & 3 you can download a list of resources for further reading.
This slide contains an animation or narration. Press the play button to view it.

Voiceover:
Under Lecture 3, you will see a link at the bottom to “Test your understanding with Acute CTA for thrombectomy in stroke (ACTATS) MCQs”
Starting the MCQ

This slide contains an animation or narration. Press the play button to view it.

Voiceover:
Clicking on the link “Test your understanding with Acute CTA for thrombectomy in stroke (ACTATS) MCQs” will start the MCQ assessment which you can navigate through using the blue buttons at the bottom of the screen.
Navigating back to the dashboard

This slide contains an animation or narration. Press the play button to view it.

Voiceover:
Once you have finished the MCQ assessment, your score will be displayed.

If you have not got 100%, click on “View Module” to review the lectures before returning to the MCQ, identify which questions you have answered incorrectly & enter the correct answers.

Once you do have 100% for the MCQ, you are ready to go on to the Case questionnaire.

You can go back to lecture 3 by clicking: “Back to Lecture CT & CTA: Lecture 3: Acute CTA for thrombectomy in stroke (ACTATS).”
This slide contains an animation or narration. Press the play button to view it.

Voiceover:
By clicking “home” in the ACTATS course page you can navigate to the landing page where you can click on “ACTATS Cases” to go to the case review.

Instructions for navigating the case review section are in a separate pdf document.
Objectives review

• Become familiar with the ACTATS online environment
• Know how to:
  – Find the lectures
  – Navigate the lectures & downloads
  – Find the MCQs
  – Navigate the MCQs
  – Return to the ACTATS dashboard to find the ACTATS Cases

This slide contains an animation or narration. Press the play button to view it.

Voiceover:
Become familiar with the ACTATS online environment
Know how to:
  Find the lectures
  Navigate the lectures & downloads
  Find the MCQs
  Navigate the MCQs
  Return to the ACTATS dashboard to find the ACTATS Cases